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Let P be a d-polytope. For a set of indices S= {i,, i,, . . . . ik), 
O<i,<iz< . ..<i.~d-l,defineaflagoffypeStobeachainoffacesofPofthe 
form F, c Fz c E Fk, where dim F, = i,, for every j, 1 < j < k. The j7ag number 
f,(P) is the number of flags of type S of P. Put fD = 1. The sequence (f,(P)) as S 
ranges over all subsets of {O, 1. . . . . d- I} ( according to some fixed order) is called 
the flag vector of P. 
A remarkable recent theorem by Bayer and Billera asserts that the dimension of 
the real atline space spanned by flag vectors of d-polytopes is cd- 1, where cd is the 
dth Fibonacci number. We will construct a new family of d-polytopes whose flag 
vectors atlinely span this space. As a consequence, we compute the dimensions of 
the afline span of flag vectors of several subclasses of d-polytopes. We show how the 
structure of intervals in face lattices of polytopes affects their flag numbers. Our 
proofs are by appropriate computations in the incidence algebra of face lattices of 
polytopes. 
We study also linear inequalities for the flag numbers and face numbers of 
d-polytopes, and discuss some connections with the new notion of h-vectors for 
arbitrary polytopes (R. Stanley, “Enumerative Combinatorics,” Vol. I, Chap. 4, 
Wadsworth, Monterey, CA, 1986, and Generalized h-vectors, intersection 
cohomology of toric varieties, and related results, in “Proceedings, Japan-USA 
Workshop on Commutative Algebra and Combinatorics,” to appear). ‘0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P be a d-dimensional convex polytope (briefly, a d-polytope). For a 
setofindicesS=~i,,i,,...,i,),O~i,<i,< . . . <i,<d-1,detineaflugof 
type S to be a chain of faces of P of the form F, G F2 G ... G Fk, where 
dim Fj = ii, for every j, 1 <j< k. The flag number f,(P) is the number of 
flags of type S of P. Put fa = 1. Fix a linear order on subsets of [d- l] 
(= (0, 1, . ..) d- 1 }). The sequence (f,(P)) as S ranges over all subsets of 
[d - 1 ] according to their ordering is called the Jag vector (or the extended 
f-vector) of P. 
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Writef,(P) forfji)(P), and putf-,(P) =fd(P) = 1. Thus, thefuce number 
fi(P) is the number of ,&faces of P. The vector (f-l(P), f,(P), . . . . fd(P)) is 
the (ordinary) f-oector of P. 
The real afline space spanned by f-vectors of d-polytopes is completely 
understood. This space is (d- l)-dimensional: The only atline relation 
among the face numbers which holds for all d-polytopes is the Euler 
relation, cf:i (- l)%(P) = 1 - (- l)d. (See Griinbaum’s book [Gl, 
Chap. 81.) Similarly, the space spanned by f-vectors of simplicial 
d-polytopes is completely understood. It has dimension [d/2]. Face 
numbers of simplicial d-polytopes satisfy [(d+ 1)/2] affine relations, the 
Dehn-Sommerville relations [Gl, Chap. 91. A complete characterization of 
f-vectors of simplicial polytopes was conjectured by McMullen [MC], and 
proved by Billera and Lee [BLl, BL23 and Stanley [S3]. 
Bayer and Billera studied in [BBl, BB2] the real afline space A(d) 
spanned by flag vectors of d-polytopes. Let cd be the dth Fibonacci number 
(i.e., c,=l, c,=l, and c,+i = c,- , + ci, i > 1). Bayer and Billera proved 
that dim A(d) = cd- 1. 
A basis of d-polytopes is a set of cd d-polytopes whose flag vectors affinely 
span A(d). Bayer and Billera constructed a basis of d-polytopes whose 
members are obtained by successively forming pyramids and bipyramids, 
starting with a point. Our main purpose is to describe another basis of 
d-polytopes Cd, with further properties. The polytopes in Cd are obtained 
from simplices by repeated applications of the operations “free join” and 
“direct sum.” 
The new basis Cd is efficient in terms of the number of vertices of its 
members. Every d-polytope in C, has at most c(d) = [4(d + 1)/3] vertices. 
This turned out to be best possible, since the dimension of the afline span 
of flag vectors of d-polytopes with less than c(d) vertices is strictly less than 
cd- 1. 
Let me describe in some detail what happens for a d-polytope with less 
than [4(d+ 1)/3] vertices. This example demonstrates the basic approach 
taken in this paper. For simplicity, let (d + 1) = 3r. Consider a d-polytope 
Q with less than 4r vertices. Let @ = F, z P, c . . c F, = Q be a chain of 
faces in Q such that dim F, = 3i - 1, i= 0, 1, . . . . r. Each quotient polytope 
(see below for the definition) Qi = F,/F;- I is a 2-dimensional polytope. 
Claim: one of these 2-polytopes is a triangle. (Take a minute to prove it, 
say, for 5polytopes with less than eight vertices.) 
We want to use this claim to cook up a linear relation for the flag num- 
bers which holds for all (3r - 1)-polytopes Q with less than 4r vertices (but 
not for all (3r - 1)-polytopes). For a 2-polytope Q, write p(Q) =fJQ) - 3. 
Thus, /3(Q) = 0 if and only if Q is a triangle. The relation is 
CB(Q,)B(Q2)...B(Qr)=O. (*) 
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The sum is taken over all chains of faces @ = F, G F, E ‘. . c F, = Q, and 
Qi=Filf’-1, as described above. At first sight, this expression does not 
look more linear than the reproduction rate of rabbits. It takes a minute to 
realize that it is indeed a linear expression in the flag numbers. 
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section the basis Cd of 
d-polytopes is defined. The proof that it is indeed a basis is given in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
For a class Q of d-polytopes, let A(Q) be the afline span of flag vectors 
of d-polytopes in Q. A class Q of d-polytopes is compatible (with the basis 
C,) if the d-polytopes in C,n Q aflinely span A(Q). In Section 5 several 
classes of polytopes are proved to be compatible. Subsequently, the dimen- 
sion of the affine span of flag vectors of polytopes in these classes is com- 
puted. Among the compatible classes are: 
1. The class of d-polytopes with at most d+ c vertices (c is a fixed 
positive integer). 
2. The class of k-simplicial d-polytopes. (A d-polytope P is k-sim- 
pliciul, 1 < k < d - 1, if all k-dimensional faces of P are simplices.) 
Another consequences of our construction is that the dimension of the 
affine span over a field F of flag vectors of all d-polytopes (or of 
d-polytopes in the compatible classes described above) is independent 
from F. 
The Bayer-Billera theorem gives a complete understanding of the alline 
relations between flag numbers of d-polytopes. It is natural to ask for the 
affine inequalities for the flag numbers. It is also natural to seek for more 
examples of compatible classes of polytopes. 
It turns out that progress in both these directions is closely related to a 
generalized concept of h-vectors for arbitrary polytopes which arises from 
the algebraic geometry of toric varieties. These generalized h-vectors were 
defined and studied by Stanley [S7, S6]. 
We briefly consider this subject in Section 6. We make there two conjec- 
tures. The first conjecture is a proposed characterization of all linear 
inequalities which hold for the flag numbers of d-polytopes. The second 
conjecture is a very strong form of the generalized lower bound 
inequalities. If true, this conjecture will imply that many more classes of 
polytopes are compatible. 
In Section 7 we consider the information on face numbers which can be 
derived from linear inequalities for flag numbers. We prove a conjecture of 
Bayer which asserts that every 5polytope P satisfies 3f,(P) > 2f,(P) + 
2f3(P). Equality holds, e.g., for all simplicial and all simple 5polytopes. 
We give now some notation and definitions. It is convenient to work in 
the context of arbitrary ranked posets. Let X be a poset (partially ordered 
set). X is rooted if X has a least element 0 and a greatest element 1. X is 
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ranked if for each XE X, all maximal chains in X of the form 
6 < +x0 < x1 < . . . < xk = x have the same length k. We call k the rank of x, 
written r(x), and make the conventions r(6)= -1 and r(X)=r(i). r(X) is 
called the rank of the poset X. (Note: this is the usual rank shifted down 
by 1.1 
Let P be a d-polytope. The set L(P) of all faces of P, ordered by 
inclusion, is a ranked rooted lattice called the face lattice of P. For a face F 
of P, the rank of F in L(P) is its dimension. The definition of flag vectors 
applies to arbitrary ranked rooted posets. 
Every interval [F, G] in L(P) is the face lattice of the quotient polytope 
F/G. (See [Gl, p. 501.) dim(F/G) =dim(G)-dim(F)- 1. (F/G is also 
called the link of F in G.) 
A poset X is Eulerian if for every x < y in X, ~(x, y) = ( - l)T(y)-r’.l.), 
where p is the Mobius function of X [R, A, L, St6]. Let P be a d-polytope 
and L(P) be the face lattice of P. Euler formula which holds for all quotient 
polytopes of the form G/F, where FE G are faces of P, implies that L(P) is 
Eulerian. (See [L, S6, BBl].) 
For a poset X, its dual X* is the poset obtained by reversing the order 
relation in X. If X is Eulerian then so is X*. If P is a d-polytope and P+ is 
its polar [Gl, Chap. 3.41, then L(P) is dual to L(P+). 
In closing this section we remark that flag numbers of ranked posets 
were first studied by Stanley [Sl, S6] as part of his general enumeration 
theory. (Our notation is different from Stanley’s notation.) Our proofs can 
be regarded as computations in the incidence algebra [DRS, A, S6] of face 
lattices of polytopes (and ranked Eulerian posets). 
2. THE BASIS 
We need the operations of free sum and free join of polytopes. (Our 
notation is taken from [PSI, see also [Gl, Ex. 4.81, 4.8.41.) 
Let P be a d-polytope and Q be an e-polytope. The free join of P and Q, 
denoted by P @ Q, is a (d + e + 1)-polytope defined as follows: Let is and 
Q be embeddings of P and Q, respectively, into two skew affine spaces of 
dimensions d and e of [Wd+e+ ‘. P @ Q = conv(Pu Q). Identify P with P as 
a face of P @ Q. 
Let P be a d-polytope and Q be an e-polytope. The free sum of P and Q, 
denoted by P @ Q, is a (d + e)-polytope defined as follows: Let P and Q be 
embeddings of P and Q, respectively, into two complementary linear sub- 
spaces of dimensions d and e of R“+e, such that 0 E relint P, 0 E relint Q. 
PO Q = conv(P u Q). Identify P with P as a face of PO Q. 
A’ denote the r-dimensional simplex. ,!,(A’) = B’+ ’ is a boolean lattice. 
A0 is a point and A’ is a line-interval. Let P be a polytope. Note that 
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P @ do is a pyramid over P, and P @ A’ is an (r + 1)-fold pyramid over 
P. Note also that PO A0 = P. PO A’ is called a bipyramid over P, see 
[Gl, Ch. 4, BBl]. 
Let k be an arbitrary non-negative integer, and let b be a sequence of 
non-negative integers, b = (m,, I,, m,, .,., mk, lk). Call k the length of b. 
Define a polytope P[b] by 
P[b]=A”l@A”@ A”2@A’2 @ ... @ Amk@AC. 
The operations are performed from left to right. P[b] can be defined alter- 
natively, by induction on k, as follows: 
For k = 1, b = (m,, I,), define P[b] = A”‘@ A’l. If b = (m!, I,, m,, i,, . . . . 
mk, lk) and 6= (m,, I,, m2, l,, . . . . mk+l,lk+l), then pCbl=(pCbl 0 
A”k+l)@ A’k+‘. Note that P[b] is a face of P[6] and that P[&]/P[b] = 
AmktI@Ah+L. 
Let b = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . m,,I,), k=k(b). Define b,=(m,,l,), b,= 
(ml,lI,m2,12),...,bk~,=(m,,l,,...,m k- 1, I,- I), bk = 6. Define the central 
chain offaces of P[b] to be the chain 
0 E P[b,] c P[b,] E ... P[b,] = P[b]. 
For b = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mk, Ik) define d(b) = dim P[b]. Call d(b) the 
dimension of 6. As easily seen 
d(b) = (k - 1) + 2 (m, + li). 
i= 1 
A sequence of the form b = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mk, Ik) is admissible if it 
satisfies: 
1. mi>ljB 1, i= 1, 2, . . . . k- 1, 
2. ntk 2 1, >, 0. 
Let B, be the set of admissible sequences of dimension d. 
Claim 2.1. jB,/ = cd. 
Proof: B, = {(l,O)} and B,= {(2,0), (1, 1)). Define 
BZ= {(m,, I,, m2, I,, . . . . mk, lk) E Bd: 1, = o}, B;= B,\B;. 
Define functions 4 : B: -+ B,- , and I+?: Bf,+B,-, as follows: Let 
(ml, I,, m,, 4, . . . . mk, 0) E BZ. (i) If mk > 1, define 4(b)= (m,, I,, . . . . 
mk- 1, 0). (ii) If mk =O, define 4(b)= (m,, I,, . . . . mk-,, Ike,). For 
(ml, 1,) m2, 12, . . . . mkr lk) E Bj,, define $(b) = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mk - 1, 
lk - 1). As easily seen, 4 and $ are bijections and the claim follows by 
induction on d. 
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THEOREM 2.2. The family Cd= (P[b]: b E Bd) is a basis of d-polytopes 
for every d > 1. 
Here are the polytopes of the basis C, for d< 5. 
d=O A0 
d=l A’ 
d=2 A2,A’@A1 
d=3 A3, A2@A’, A’@A’ @ A0 
d=4 A4, A3@A1, A2@A2, A’@A’ @ A’, A’@A’ @ A’ 
d=5 A’, A4@A’, A3@A2, A’@A’ @A’, A2@A2 @ A’, A2@A’ @A’, 
A’@A’ @ A2, A’@A’ @ A’@A’. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is given in Section 4. The basic tool for the 
proof is introduced in the next section. We first recall the description of the 
faces of the free join and the free sum of two polytopes. 
For two posets X and Y, their product Xx Y is a partial order on 
{(x, y):x~~.%‘, ye Y)} given by (x, y)<(X,y) if x<X and y<y. For two 
polytopes P and Q, L(P @ Q) = L(P) x L(Q). The structure of intervals of 
Xx Y is given by 
ck (A Yfl xxY=c~t-&xc~,YlY, P-1) 
[(xv Yh 11 *xY=C~JIXXCYJlP (2.2) 
For rooted ranked posets X and Y define their upper truncated product 
Xv Yby 
xv Y=((X\I)x(Y\^l)u {I}. 
For two polytopes P and Q, L(P@ Q) = L(P) v L(Q). The structure of 
intervals of X v Y is given by 
m (x, Y)l,, Y  = rJ> X1xX c% Yl Y, (2.3) 
[(xv Y), NIX” Y  = CT 11x v CY, 11 Y’ (2.4) 
Remarks. 1. If X, Y are Eulerian, then so is X x Y and X v Y; see [S6, 
Proposition 8.21. 
2. For completeness, we mention the dual operation to upper trun- 
cated product. Define the lower truncated product X A Y by 
XA Y=((x\a)x(Y\a))u {a}. 
For polytopes P and Q, t(P) A L(Q) is the face lattice of the Cartesian 
product of P and Q. Lower and upper truncated products are dual 
operations, meaning that X A Y = (X* v Y* )*. 
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3. The basis of d-polytopes of Bayer and Billera [BBl ] consists of 
the family of d-polytopes which are obtained from A’ by repeated 
applications of the operations (a) forming a pyramid and (b) forming a 
bipyradmid [G, Chap. 4; BBl], without two consecutive applications of 
operation (b). Recall that a bipyramid over a polytope P is PO A’. Thus, 
the Bayer-Billera basis consists of all polytopes P[b], where 6 ranges over 
all vectors b = (m,, I,, m2, l,, . . . . mk, Ik) which satisfy (i) d(b) = d, (ii) Zi = 1, 
for 1 Q i < k and 0 < I, < 1, and (iii) mi B 0, for 1 d i d k. 
3. AFFINE FORMS AND CONVOLUTIONS 
Let F, be the linear space over R, freely spanned by the elements of 
Ifs: S c [d- 1 I}. If X is a ranked d-poset and m E F,, m = 2 cr,fs, define 
m(X) = C a,fs(X). Define also F = u (F,: daO}. 
Define a bilinear associative product *: F x F + F as follows: For 
f&L f+F, define fS*fT=fSv(d}uT.+(d+l). (Here, T+(d+l)= 
{i + d + 1: i E T}.) Extend the product * to every m,, m2 E F by bilinearity. 
Clearly * : F, x F, + F,, e+ i 
Note that for a ranked (d + e + 1 )-poset X 
m, *mz(X)=x {m,[6,x]m,[x,i]:xsX,r(x)=d}. 
Call m, * m, the convolution of m, and m2. 
Remark. For a ranked poset X, define F(X) = {m(X) : m E F). The 
algebra F(X), equiped with the product *, can be regarded as a 
homomorphic image of the incidence algebra of X, [DRS, A, S63. 
DEFINITION. A family Gf of elements in F, d=O, 1, . . . . 0 <i< [d/2], is a 
G-system if the following conditions hold: 
Cl. G;EF~. 
C2. Gg= 1 for every d> 1. 
C3. Gj(A’) =0 for every i, 1 < i< [d/2]. 
C4. Let i, k, and m be positive integers, k < m and 2i d k + m. Then, 
(a)Gf+“(A”@Ak)=O if i>k, and (b)Gr+“(A”@Ak)=l if i<k. 
Here is the basic example of a G-system. Define linear forms g” by 
g”= i (-1)’ j=. (d-i)‘+ l).f-j-1. (3.1) 
It is easy to see that gy, d=O, 1, . . . . 0 did [d/2], form a G-system. Call 
this system the MW-system. 
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Remarks. 1. It is well known [Gl, Chap. 9.2; MS] that the dimension 
of the afline space spanned by f-vectors of simplicial d-polytopes is [d/2]. 
A family of [d/2] + 1 simplicial d-polytopes whosef-vectors span this space 
is (di@dd-i:O<i< [d/2]}. (S ee also Section 5.) This implies the 
existence (and uniqueness) of a G-system whose members are afftne com- 
binations of the fi’s. The expressions gf were defined by McMullen and 
Walkup [MW]. They have played an important role in the theory of sim- 
plicial polytopes. (See Section 6.) (The original notation was gjd+ l) for gf.) 
2. Define a family Zf of elements in F, d= 0, 1, . . . . 0 < i < [d/2], to be 
an Z-system if the following conditions hold: Zf(d’@ Ad-‘) = 6,. The proof 
of the next section works (and even gets slightly simpler) when Z-systems 
are used instead of G-systems. G-systems are needed to deal with restricted 
classes of polytopes and inequalities. 
4. FR~~F OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let d be a fixed non-negative integer. For b = (m,, I,, m2, I,, . . . . 
mkr lk) E B, define: 
1. k(b) = k. Call k(b) the length of b. 
2. s(b) = (s,, s2, . . . . sk), where si = mi + li. 
3. I(b) = (II, . . . . Ik). 
Define S,= {s(b): bEBd} (= {(s,, sl, . . . . sk): k> 1, ~~22, i= 1, . . . . k- 1, 
s,>O, s,+ ... +s,+k=d+ l}. Define Ld= {Z(b): bEBd}. 
Define a partial order < L on Sd as follows: (s,, . . . . sk) aL (rl, . . . . r,) if for 
every j, min(k, I) >j B 1, x:/= i si 2 x{=, ri. (This forces that k < Z.) Define a 
partial order < P on Ld as follows: (1,) . . . . Zk) <P (Z; , . . . . I;) if li 3 1; for every 
1 6 i< k. Define a partial order < on B, as follows: b’ < b2 if either 
s(b’) cL s(b*) or s(b’) = s(b’) and I(b’) cp /(b*). 
Let G be any fixed G-system. For b E Bd, define G[b] = Gf; * G;; * ... * 
G=EF c ‘4. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) G[b](P[b])= 1 for every bEBd. (b) For every 
b, c E B, and b & c, G[c](P[b]) = 0. 
Theorem 4.1 clearly implies Theorem 2.2. For the proof we need a few 
more definitions. Let SES,. Let P be a d-dimensional polytope. An s-chain 
9 in P is a chain of faces of P of the form fZ(=F,cF,s ... cF,=P, 
such that si=dim(Fi+ ,/F,)=dim F,,, -dim Fi- 1, i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Call k 
the length of the chain 9. An s-chain 5 in P is degenerate if for some i, 
O<igk-2, F,,,IF, is a simplex. 
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Let s E Sd. A d-polytope P is s-simplicial if for every r E S, which satisfies 
r $ L s, every r-chain in P is degenerate. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let b = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mkr Ik) and let s = s(b). 
We need the following properties of P[b]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 1. P[b] is s-simplicial. 
2. The unique non-degenerate s-chain in P[b] is the central chain 
@ c P[b,] E P[b,] z . s P[b,] = P[b]. 
Proof: By induction on k. For b = (m,, I,), P[b] = A”‘@A’I is sim- 
plicial, and this implies 1 and 2. Let b = (m,, I,, m2, I,, . . . . mk, lk) and 
6=(m 1,11,m2,12r...,rnk+l,1k+l ). Assume that P[b] satisfies properties 1 
and 2 and prove them for P[b] as follows. P[b] = (P[b] @ Amk+l) 0 A&+‘. 
Let s(b) = (sl, . . . . sk), s(6) = (s ,, . . . . skrsk+,). Let i=(i,, . . . . i,). Let 9 be 
the following non-degenerate i-chain in P[b], /a = F, c F, c . . . c F,,, = 
P[b]. For every 16 i<m- 1, Pi= A”’ @ G,, where -1 <vi <v,< . . . 6 
Vm-1~Sk+1,and~=G,rG,E..‘cG,~,EP[b],isachain~offaces 
in P[b]. Put t=(t ,,..., t,,-,), where ti=i,-vi+vi-I(=dim(G,/G,~,). 
53 is a t-chain in P[b]. 4e is non-degenerate since Fi/Fipl = 
A”ip’i-‘-’ @ (G,/G,-,). By the induction hypothesis, P[b] is s(b)- 
simplicial and therefore t ar. s(b). Also by the induction hypothesis, if 
t=s(b) then Y is the standard chain in P[b]. Therefore i>, s(6), and 
equality holds only if V, = 0, 1 < i < m - 1, and then 9 is the standard 
chain of P[b]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let b, c E B,, b 4 c. There are two possibilities. 
(a) s(b) 4 L s(c). In this case every s(c)-chain of P[b] is degenerate and 
therefore G[c](P[b]) = 0. (b) s(b) =s(c) = (s,, . . . . sk) and l(c) 4 p 1(b). 
Assume that l,,(c) > l,(b). In this case, the unique non-degenerate 
s(c)-chain in P[b] is the central chain. The contribution of this chain to 
G[c](P[b]) is n:=, G;:(C,(A”“b’@ A’lCb)). But G&,(AmqCb)@ A/T(~)) = 0. 
Therefore, G[c](P[b])=O. 
Let b= (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mk, lk). Since the central chain of P[b] is the 
only non-degenerate s(b)-chain, we have 
G[b-J(P[b]) = fj G;;(A”‘,@ A”) = 1. 
r=l 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Let F be any fixed field. Let A(d, F) be the affine space over the field F, 
spanned by flag vectors of Eulerian ranked d-posets. 
Let d> 1. Define !Pd to be the set of subsets of (0, 1, . . . . d- 2) which do 
not contain two consecutive integers. Bayer and Billera [BBl ] found, for 
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every S c [d- 11, an expression of fs(X) as a linear combination with 
integral coefficients of (f=(X): TE !P’}, which hold for all Eulerian posets 
X. This shows that for every field F, dim A(d, F) < cd - 1. Theorem 4.1 
implies: 
COROLLARY 4.3. For every field F, dim A(d, F) = cd- 1. TheJag vectors 
of polytopes in C, form a basis of A(d, F). 
Remark. Note that all polytopes in Cd are rational, i.e., they can be 
realized with vertices having rational coefficients. (So are the polytopes in 
the Bayer-Billera basis.) Therefore, every afline relation (over any field of 
coefficients) which holds for the flag vectors of all rational polytopes 
necessarily holds for the flag vectors of all ranked Eulerian d-posets. 
5. COMPATIBLE CLAUSES OF POLYTOPES 
For a class Q of d-polytopes, let A(Q) be the afhne span (over the field 
of real numbers,) of flag vectors of d-polytopes in Q. Call a class of 
polytopes compatible with Cd (or briefly, ‘compatible) if the flag vectors of 
polytopes in Cd n Q afinely span A(Q). The main tool for proving that a 
class of polytopes is compatible is the following obvious result. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Q be a class of d-polytopes. Suppose that for every 
b E B, either P[b] E Q or else G[b](P) = 0 for every P E Q. Then Q is a 
compatible class of polytopes. 
We state now the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let k > 1 be an integer. The class SIMP(d, k) of k-sim- 
plicial d-polytopes is compatible and dim A(SIMP(d, k)) = g(d, k), where 
d-l 
Ad, k)= Cd/21 + c [i/21cd--ipl. 
i=k+l 
(5.1) 
THEOREM 5.3. Let ca 1 be an integer. The class FEW(d, c) of 
d-polytopes with at most d+ c vertices is compatible. dim A(FEW(d, c)) = 
j(d, c), where, for c > 1, 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.4. Put c(d) = [4(d + 1)/3]. A(d) is spanned byfrag vectors of 
d-polytopes with at most c(d) vertices, but it is not spanned by flag vectors of 
d-polytopes with strictly less than c(d) vertices. 
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We remark at this point that the assertion of Theorem 5.2 applies to 
arbitrary ranked Eulerian posets. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 apply only to the 
restricted class of ranked Eulerian lattices. All these results do not depend 
on the field of coefficients. 
Let P be a polytope, and let 5 be a chain of faces of P of the form 
0 = F, E F, c ... E Fk = P. Recall that 5 is degenerate if for some i, 
0 < i < k - 2, F,, ,/F, is a simplex. Call 9 weakly-degenerate if for some i, 
O<i<k- 1. F,,,jFi is a simplex. 
Let Z be an initial subset of S, w.r.t. the partial order < L. (I.e., s E Z and 
t < L s imply t E I.) A d-polytope P is I-simplicial if for every s E Z, every 
s-chain in P is degenerate. Similarly, a d-polytope P is I-symplectic if for 
every s E Z, every s-chain in P is weakly-degenerate. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let I be an initial subset of S, w.r.t. cL. The classes of 
I-simplicial d-polytopes and I-simplectic d-polytopes are compatible. 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that for b E B,, if s(b) $ Z, then 
P[b] is I-simplicial, and if s(b) E Z and P is I-simplicial, then G[b]( P) = 0. 
This implies by Lemma 5.1 that the class of I-simplicial polytopes is 
compatible. 
Let b = (m,, I,, m,, I,, . . . . mk, Zk) E B, and let s(b) = (sI, . . . . sk). Define 
s (^b)=s(b) if I, > 0, and s (^b) = (s,, . . . . sk- 1 +s, + 1) if Zk =O. The same 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that if s (^b) $ Z, then P[b] 
is I-symplectic, and that if s (^b) E Z and P is I-simplectic, then G[b]( P) = 0. 
Again, by Lemma 5.1, this implies that the class of I-simplectic d-polytopes 
is compatible. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The class of k-simplicial polytopes, 2 < k < d- 1, 
is the class of I-simplicial polytopes for I= (sES~: s, <k}. It is left to 
count the number of vectors b in B, such that P[b] is k-simplicial. For 
b = (m,, I,, m,, 12, . . . . mk, Ik), P[b] is k-simplicial (2 <k < d- 1) iff 
s1 = I, +m, 2 k + 1. If si = d, there are 1 + [d/2] possibilities. In the 
remaining cases, if si = i, there are [i/2] possibilities for 1, and m, , and 
cdPi- i possibilities for the remaining entries of b. This gives formula (5.1). 
Interesting special cases of Theorem 5.2 are: (I) g(d, d- 1) = [d/2] (this 
is obvious since the face numbers of a simplicial polytope determine its flag 
numbers), (II) g(d, d- 2) = d- 1 (thus, as easily seen directly, the face 
numbers of a quasi-simplicial polytope [Gl, Chap. 91 determine its flag 
numbers), (III)g(d, d-3)= [(3d-4)/2], (IV) g(d, d-4)= [(5d- 11)/2], 
and (V)g(d,2)=c,-~~~,--l. 
We would like to indicate another special case of Theorem 5.5. 
A polytope P is k-hypersimplicial, k > 2, if every chain of faces of P of 
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length k is degenerate. A polytope P is k-hypersimplectic, k 2 1, if every 
chain of faces of P of length k is weakly-degenerate. 
Thus, P is 2-hypersimplicial iff P is simplicial, and P is l-hyper- 
simplectic iff P is a simplex. Note that P is k-hypersimplectic iff its dual 
is k-hypersimplectic. Note also that a k-hypersimplicial d-polytope is 
k-hypersimplectic and that a k-hypersimplectic d-polytope is (k + l)- 
hypersimplicial. 
Theorem 5.5 implies that the classes HYPLIC(d, k) of k-hypersimplicial 
d-polytopes and HYPLEC(d, k) of k-hypersimplectic d-polytopes are 
compatible. 
Let h(d, k) = dim A(HYPLIC(Q k)) and j(d, k) = dim A(HYPLEC(d, k)). 
Note that for ZEBU, P[b] is k-hypersimplicial iff k(b)< k. P[b] is 
k-hypersimplectic if k(b) < k or k(b) = k and I, = 0. This gives the following 
formulae: For every k >, 1, 
Some computations lead to the following more explicit formulae for 
h(d, k) andj(d, k). For k> 1, 
We deal now with polytopes having few vertices. Here the lattice 
property enters the picture. For a d-polytope P, define j(P) = g;‘(P) = 
f,(P)-d- 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (i) For every d-polytope P, fi( P) 3 0, j?(P) = 0 iff P is 
a simplex. 
(ii) Let P he a d-polytope and let F be a face of P then 
B(F) + /W/F) G B(P). (5.3) 
Proof: Part (i) is trivial. For part (ii) put e = dim F. Let V(F) be the set 
of vertices of F. Thus, 1 V(F)1 = e+ 1 + p(F). Let U be the set of (e+ l)- 
faces of P which include F. Thus, 1 UI = d - e + /3(P/F). For every SE V 
choose a vertex USE S\F. Clearly all these vertices are different and do 
not belong to V(F). Thus P has at least e + 1 + b(F) + d-e + /I( P/F) = 
d+ 1 + /I(F) + fl(P/F) vertices. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let c 2 1 be a fixed non-negative integer. We first 
prove that the class of polytopes P which satisfy B(P) < c - 1 is compatible. 
Indeed, from Proposition 5.6 it follows that every polytope P which 
satisfies /3(P) d c - 1 is c-hypersimplectic. On the other hand, all c-hyper- 
simplectic polytopes P in Cd satisfy /l(P) d c - 1. This proves the theorem 
and implies that the affine dimension of flag vectors of d-polytopes P, with 
at most d+ c vertices, is j(d, c). 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. All members of C, have at most c(d) vertices. 
The dimension of the afline span of flag vectors of d-polytopes with less 
than c(d) vertices is the number of polytopes in C, with at most c(d) - 1 
vertices. It is equal to cd- 1 - wd, where w,=l ifd=3r-1, w,=r+l if 
d=3r, and wd=r(r+5)/2+1 ifd=3r+l. 
Remarks. 1. The assertion of Proposition 5.6 holds for all ranked 
Eulerian d-lattices. (And, more generally, for all ranked relatively-com- 
plemented d-lattices; see below.) Therefore, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 apply to 
arbitrary Eulerian lattices. (The lattice condition is essential.) 
2. A large class of lattices, which for several purposes is a natural 
generalization of the class of face lattices of polytopes, is the class of ranked 
relatively-complemented lattices [Bjl, P, W]. It can be shown that the 
affine span, L,, of flag vectors of ranked relatively-complemented d-lattices 
has dimension 2“- 1. In an analogous way to the construction of C,, one 
can construct a “basis” of such lattices, and prove analogous results to 
Theorems 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. For example, L, is spanned by flag vectors 
of ranked relatively-complemented d-lattices, with at most [(3d+ 1)/2] 
vertices, and this is best possible. 
6. INEQUALITIES FOR FLAG NUMBERS AND 
THE BERNSTEIN-KHOVANSKII-MACPHERSON INVARIANTS 
Very few linear inequalities for the face and flag numbers are known to 
hold for all d-polytopes. See [Gl, Bl, S7, Bal, Kl]. 
DEFINITION. A linear form m E F, is non-negative if for every polytope 
P, m(P) 3 0. A form m E F, is a zero-form if m(P) = 0 for every d-polytope 
P (equivalently, if m(X) = 0 for every Eulerian ranked d-lattice X). A form 
m is positive if it is a non-negative non-zero form. The following lemma is 
obvious. 
LEMMA 6.1. If m, and m, are non-negative forms in F then so is m, * m,. 
We will consider now another G-system which was originated in the 
algebraic geometry of toric varieties. This concept was extensively studied 
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by Stanley; see [S6, S73. For da 0 and 0 < i < d define linear forms G:’ by 
the following recursive formula: Gg= 1, 
G;(P)= i i (-1)’ 
j=O s=O 
d-i+;,-s+1) 
~1 {G~Pj+“-l(F):Fisa(i-j+s-l)-faceof~}. (6.1) 
Thus, Gf=B=f,-d-l, G~=f,+f~0.2)-3f2-dfO+(d:1). (Note: The 
face F in the above sum may be P itself.) 
As easily seen from the definition, Gf(dd) = 0 for i 2 1. Compare formula 
(6.1) to formula (3.1) to conclude that g4( P) = G!(P) for every simplicial 
polytope P. (All terms for s > 0 vanish.) Therefore, the family G4 for d > 0, 
0 < i < [d/2], forms a G-system. Call this G-system the B&V-system. 
We quote now from [S6, S73 two basic results. Recall that a polytope P 
is rational if all its vertices have rational coordinates. 
THEOREM 6.2. (i) For every d-polytope P, and every i> [d/2], 
G;(P) = 0. (6.2) 
(ii) For every rational d-polytope P, and every 1 < i < [d/2], 
G$ P) 2 0. (6.3) 
Let P+ be the polar polytope to P. Define G:(P) = Gf(P+ ). Thus, G4 and 
@‘, 0 < i < [d/2], are positive forms (at least) on rational polytopes. By 
convolutions these forms imply a huge number of additional positive forms. 
Conjecture A. Every positive form in F, is a linear combination with 
non-negative coefftcients of convolutions of the Gf’s and Gf’s. 
Conjecture A is unsettled even for 4-polytopes. (Compare [Ball.) 
We propose now the following strong form of inequality (6.3). 
Conjecture B. Let P be a d-polytope and F be an e-dimensional face of 
P. Then 
G:(P) > i G:(F) Gf:T- ‘(P/F). (6.4) 
Note that for k = 1, (6.4) reduces to (5.3). Conjecture B implies a far- 
reaching generalization of Theorem 5.3. 
Conjecture C (consequence of Conjecture B). For fixed i and c, the 
class of d-polytopes P which satisfy G”(P) < c is compatible. 
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Remarks. 1. For a rational d-polytope P, let T(P) be the toric variety 
associated with P. Put hi= dim IHZi( T(P)), where ZHZi( T(P)) is the 2ith 
intersection homology group of T(P). Now, for i< [d/2 J, Gf, as defined 
above, is equal to hi- hi- r . This amounts to a deep computation by 
Bernstein, Khovanskii, and MacPherson. See [S7, M]. The vector 
(ho, h, > . ..> hd) is called the h-vector of P. 
2. Put h:=hdpi, O<i<d. Let h(P,x)=CL,h,!x’ and g(P,x)= 
Ci”/zl (hi-h;- ,) xi (= CFzil Gf(P)x’). Formula (6.1) is a variant on the 
recursive definition given in [ S6, S7]: h(d”, x) = g(d”, x) = 1, and 
h(P,x)=C {g(F,x)(x-l)d-d’“F-l:FafaceofP,F#P). 
3. It can easily be derived from the delining recursive formulae that 
g(P 0 e, -x) = ‘!c xl s(Q, -xl and h(PO P, xl = h(P, x) NC?, xl. 
In fact, together with the initial conditions g(d”, x)= h(d’, x) = 1, these 
relations determine g(P, x) and h(P, x) on all polytopes in Cd, d> 0, and 
hence characterize their coefhcients as linear combinations of Ilag numbers. 
4. Part (i) of Theorem 6.2 [S6, Theorem 3.14.9; S7, Theorem 2.41 
expresses the Poincart duality for intersection homology of toric varieties. 
(It is an easy modification of hi(P) = h,- J P).) Poincare duality for inter- 
section homology groups (which, in fact, motivated their definition) was 
proved by Goresky and MacPherson [GM]. A combinatorial proof of 
(6.2) which applies to all Eulerian lattices was given by Stanley. For sim- 
plicial polytopes, (6.2) reduces to the Dehn-Sommervilie relations. 
5. Part (ii) of Theorem 6.2 [S7, Corollary 3.21 follows from the hard 
Lefschetz theorem (proved by Deligne and Gabber) for intersection 
homology groups, applied to the intersection homology of toric varieties. 
For simplicial d-polytopes P, inequalities (6.3) reduce to the generalized 
lower bound inequalities, which assert that gf( P) 2 0, whenever i < [d/2]. 
These inequalities were conjectured by McMullen and Walkup [MW], and 
proved by Stenley [S3]. Stanley’s proof relies on the hard Lefschetz 
theorem (in this special case, for the ordinary homology groups). 
It was conjectured by Stanley and others that G:(P) 2 0 holds for every 
d-polytope P. The case i = 2 of this conjecture is proved in [Kl]. The 
invariant y(P) = G!(P) (d= dim P) is shown to be equal to the dimension 
of the space of stressses of a polytopal framework based on P. The 
invariant y(P) is extensively studied in [K2]. 
6. The case k = 2 of Conjecture B is proved in [K2]. (In this case it 
reads: y(P) 3 y(P) + P(F) b(P/F) + y(P/F).) This implies the case i= 2 of 
582ai49!2-2 
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Conjecture C. Conjecture B is open even for simplicial polytopes, where it 
says: g:(P) > gfP e(P/F). The weaker statement hi(P) 2 h,(P/I;) was proved 
by McMullen as a crucial step in his proof of the upper bound theorem 
[MS]. Conjecture B has other interesting consequences, such as 
(a) G:(P) = 0 iff G$P+) = 0, and (b) G:(P) = 0 implies Gf+ i(P) =O. The 
derivation of Conjecture C and these consequences from Conjecture B is 
purely combinatorial and it will be presented in a subsequent paper. 
7. Consider the forms G? * G$ *. . . * G$ E F,, where (1) k 2 1, 
(2)O<ij<dj for ldjdk-1, (3)O<i,<dd,, and (4)k-l+Cdj=d. 
There are 2d such gadgets, and it can be proved that they afhnely span F,. 
This gives a nice basis to the space of zero-forms: namely, pick those forms 
such that i, > Cd,/21 for some j, 1 < j d k. 
7. INEQUALITIES FOR FACE NUMBERS AND A CONJECTURE OF BAYER 
Let us go back to the ordinary f-vectors. It is not at all clear what infor- 
mation on the face numbers of polytopes can be derived from the linear 
inequalities for the flag numbers. Indeed, for a fixed dimension d one has to 
solve a huge linear programming problem. The first non-trivial case is 
when d=4 and it is studied by Bayer. [Ball. 
To exemplify what we mean, we will show here how positive forms, 
derived from p by convolutions, yield an interesting inequality for the 
f-vectors of 5-polytopes. This inequality was conjectured by Bayer (private 
communication). For simplicity we abuse notation and writef,, instead of 
f~l,zj, etc. 
Define a d-polytope P to be semisimplectic if evey interval [F, G] in the 
face lattice of P, such that F# 0 and G # P, is a Boolean lattice. 
(Equivalent ways to say it are: (a) Every proper quotient of every proper 
face of P is a simplex, (b) all proper faces of P are simple, or (c) all proper 
quotients of P are simplicial.) Note that P is semisimplectic iff P* is 
semisimplectic. 
THEOREM 7.1. (i) Let P be a convex Spolytope, then 
(7.1) 
(ii) Equality holds iff P is both 2-hypersimplectic and semisimplectic. 
Proof. Recall that for a d-polytope P, j?(P) = g;‘(P) =f,(P) - d- 1, that 
for every d-polytope P, /I(P) > 0, and that B(P) = 0 iff P is a simplex. 
We use the following inequalities for 5-polytopes: (I) 9f2 > 3f,, + 
3h4-fk4, (wo33f,,-2h3, and uII)o23L-&. 
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Inequality (I) is equivalent to the assertion: For every 5-polytope P, 
g: * g:(P) = C (/I(F) /?(P/F): dim F= 2) > 0. Next, note that for every 
3-face F of P, 3f,(F) d 2f,(F). Sum over all 3-faces to obtain (II). Inequality 
(III) is dual to (II). 
Add inequalities (I), (II), and (III) to obtain 
9f2 2 3fo2 + Jfz‘l- 4fi3 + 3fo3 + 3fkl -fm 
Now, note that (a) foz4= 2fi3. (b) foz=fi2, and (c)f24=f23. Substitute 
and obtain 
9fi23fn+ 3fn-6fn + Xx+ 3fw (**) 
Observe that 2fi = fi2 - fi3 + f,4 and 2f3 = fz3 - fi3 + f&. Substitute in (**) 
to obtain 9fi > 6fi + 6f3, which is the required inequality. 
Equality holds iff (I), (II), and (III) are satisfied as equalities. Equality in 
(I) occurs iff P is 2-hypersimplectic. Equality in (II) occurs iff each 3-face of 
P is a simple 3-polytope. Equality in (III) occurs iff the quotient of P with 
respect to each edge is a simplicial 3-polytope. Clearly if P is semisimplectic 
then all proper faces of P are simple and all proper quotients of P are sim- 
plicial. Conversely, assume that all 3-faces of P are simple and all quotients 
of P by edges are simplicial. Consider an interval [F, G] in the face lattice 
of P, where F is a vertex and G is a 4-face. The conditions on P imply that 
[IF, G] is simplicial and simple hence a simplex. Thus, P is semisimplectic. 
Note that (7.1) holds as an equality for all simplicial and all simple 
5-polytopes. The only examples we known of 2-hypersimplectic semi- 
simplectic 5-polytopes [d - polytopes, d > 51 are obtained from simplicial 
polytopes by repeated applications of the following operations: (1) passing 
from a polytope P to its dual and (2) gluing two 5-polytopes [d-polytopes] 
along a 4-simplex [(d- 1)-simplex]. The proof of Theorem 7.1 applies to 
all Eulerian lattices. 
Inequality (7.1) is a self-dual linear inequality for the face numbers 
of 5-polytopes. One would like to find all self-dual linear inequalities 
which are satisfied for all d-polytopes. (A self-dual linear inequality is an 
inequality of the form cf:d aifi 3 c, where a, = udP 1 _ i.) 
For every d-polytope P, fo( P) + fd- 1(P) 2 2d + 2. For 4-polytopes there 
is one further known self-dual inequality: - 5fo( P) + 2fi( P) + 2fi( P) - 
5f3(P) > -10. This inequality was conjectured by Barnette [Bl] and was 
proved by Bayer [Ball. 
We expect that the generalized lower bounds inequalities extend to [d/2] 
“independent” self-dual inequalities for f-vectors of d-polytopes. We also 
expect to Iind for every odd d a self-dual inequality which holds as equality 
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for all simplicial (and simple) d-polytopes. We challenge our readers to 
prove the first unknown case: For 7-polytopes, 16f, - 15(fi +f4) + 
lW1 +fs) 20. 
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